What better way to make some serious bass house than to do it with tools and project files for FL
Studio. Bass House Beast from W. A. Production gives you almost 2GB of content. Inspired by such
artists as Jauz, Moksi, AC Slater, and Tchami. This pack lets you take a look into the project files of our
amazing producers. Get inspired by their latest techniques and brilliant skills. Just looking to get outside
of your own box? Then take a stab at slicing the stems and create something absolutely amazing and
add in your own style.
Bass House Beast from W. A. Production gives you the latest and greatest sounds to hit your ears.
We’ve stepped up our own game and went to work creating and shaping a bigger, better, badder bass
sound. We’ve also made sure to give you more options outside of the construction kits by including
additional loops and sounds.
So, what is inside? How about uplifters, impacts, and sweeps. Different open/closed hi-hat variations.
Crisp, clear, and given just the right amount of space. Kicks that punch, pound, thump, linger, and truly
deliver that deep thrust of thick low-end power. Melody loops of all flavors and for any atmosphere. We
don’t just give you a couple of synth loops either. All aspects and elements you need to create a
spacious and lush sounding melody have been carefully crafted. Plucks, stabs, bass lines, atmospheric
pads, piano loops, and arpeggios.
How do you really lay down a bass house track? With killer percussion. It has to groove and it has to be
strong. We aren’t just giving you the basic four on the floor. Our percussion loops shine and define with
their unique character.
If you love bass house and you FL Studio, pick up this Bass House Beast from W. A. Production.
Product details:
- 4 Construction Kits (+ MIDI & Presets);
- 4 FL Studio Templates;
- 34 Melody Loops (+ MIDI);
- 48 Synth Shots;
- 31 Presets for Serum;
- 20 Presets for Sylenth1;
- 30 Drum Loops;
- 20 Kicks;
- 30 Claps & Snares;
- 25 Cymbals (open/closed hi-hats & rides);
- 20 FX;
- 100% Royalty-Free.

Requirements:
Xfer Serum Version 1.28b6 Or Higher;
LennarDigital Sylenth1 Version 2.21Beta & Version 3.0.5 Or Higher;
FL Studio for Templates.

